
Twin Cities Robert Emmet’s Hurling Club 
COVID-19 Player Safety Agreement 
 
TCRE activities will be modified this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  While it is not 
possible to eliminate the risk of transmission of COVID-19 at in-person practices, TCRE will be 
taking actions to reduce the likelihood.  We encourage all members to assess their situation and 
decide whether they want to accept some risk.  Coaches will not pressure players to practice or 
judge a decision not to participate at this time when evaluating teams in the future. 
 
TCRE Rules and Recommendations for Fall 2020 Practices 
 
1. Players who are ill must not attend practice.  Players must self-assess (see back of 

page) prior to practice and coaches will instruct any obviously symptomatic players to leave. 
2. Practices will be limited to a maximum of 25 people (including coaches). If more than 

25 players are to attend a practice, the field will be divided and two separate practices will 
be established. Players will be required to remain separated for the entire session. 

3. Players must maintain 6 feet of distance from each other throughout practice.  
Bags/equipment should be placed 6 feet from others on the sideline.  Coaches will design 
drills to allow for social distancing.  If this requirement is loosened this season, the club will 
provide participating players notice prior to implementing the change. 

4. Players must use hand sanitizer before and after practice.  The club will provide 
sanitizer, but it is suggested players bring their own to reduce crowding/sharing. 

5. The only shared equipment will be sliotars.  Sliotars will be sanitized if they are used 
again within 3 days. 

6. Players must wear helmets throughout practice.  Helmets will discourage touching of the 
face after potentially touching a shared sliotar.  If a helmet must be removed, players are 
encouraged to sanitize hands immediately. 

7. If you test positive for COVID-19, please notify the club.  Your identity will not be shared, 
but if you attended a practice within 2 days prior to symptoms or the positive test, players 
who attended the practice will be notified that there was a positive case at the practice. 

 
 
By signing below, I accept the inherent risk of contracting COVID-19 at TCRE practices. 
Additionally, I agree to follow the above rules and use the self-assessment on the 
following page before attending practices. 
 
 
______________________________________________               _____________________ 
Player’s Signature                                                                                                                       Date 
 
 
______________________________________________               _____________________ 
Printed Name                                                                                                                             Phone Number  



  
In order to participate in TCRE practices this season, you must agree to take the 
following self assessment before each practice: 
 

In the last 3 days, have you had any of the following symptoms? 
● Fever or chills 
● Cough 
● Extreme levels of fatigue 
● New loss of taste or smell 
● Sore throat 
● Nausea or vomiting 
● Diarrhea 

 
If you answered yes to any of the above, DO NOT attend practice. 

In the last 3 days, have you had any of the following symptoms? 
● Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 
● Muscle or body aches 
● Headache 
● Congestion or runny nose 

 
If you answer yes to more than one of the above, DO NOT attend practice 
 
If you answered yes to only one of the above, can you confidently attribute it to another 
condition (for example, a migraine, known allergy, or recent muscle overuse)? 
➔ If no, DO NOT attend practice 
➔ If yes, carefully evaluate your situation before returning to practice 

Have you been diagnosed or tested positive for COVID-19? 
➔ If yes, DO NOT attend practice until you have received clearance from a doctor 

Have you had contact with someone who with COVID-19? 
➔ If yes, DO NOT attend practice for 14 days after contact 

 


